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dynamic memories and, more specifically, to techniques for identifying a portion of

a dynamic memory which has been corrupted during a data read or data write
operation. Modern digital data processing systems typically include a dynamic

random access memory (DRAM) for storing data and instructions for processing by a
processor. Such DRAMs usually include an array of memory cells formed in a

semiconductor substrate, with each memory cell including a capacitor that stores a
charge indicative of a data bit. The capacitor in each memory cell is coupled to a
transistor, which can be a N-channel metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) transistor,
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coupling the word line to the transistor in the memory cell. In response to these
signals, the transistor turns on and reads the data from the capacitor into the bit

line. Semiconductor memory devices may occasionally experience a condition
known as soft error upset. An upset occurs when a charged particle impacts the

memory cell, causing data to be improperly stored in the memory cell. The impact
of the charged particle may cause a change in the value of the charge stored on the
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